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***The 1st standalone novel in The Pucked Series***With a famous NHL player for a stepbrother,

Violet Hall is well acquainted with the playboy reputation of many a hockey star. So of course she

isnâ€™t interested in legendary team captain Alex Waters or his pretty, beat-up face and rock-hard

six-pack abs. When Alex inadvertently obliterates Violetâ€™s misapprehension regarding the inferior

intellect of hockey players, he becomes much more than just a hot body with the face to

match.Suffering from a complete lapse in judgment, Violet discovers just how good Alex is with the

hockey stick in his pants. Violet believes her night of orgasmic magic with Alex is just that: one

night. But Alex starts to call. And text. And email and send extravagantâ€”and quirkyâ€”gifts.

Suddenly, he's too difficult to ignore, and nearly impossible not to like.The problem is, the media

portrays Alex as a total player, and Violet doesnâ€™t want to be part of the game.
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I really liked this book, but it is not everyone's cup of tea. Violet is our female lead character and

Alex is the male lead character. Violet is in her early 20's and she doesn't seem to have a filter

sometimes regarding her crass thoughts. I am a "respectable" :-) 30-something mother of two girls



but I remember my late teens and early 20's and some of the things I said and did-and I did have a

filter! So I found it amusing but not everyone will. If you don't like talk about masturbation, beavers,

or monster cocks this is not for you because that is just the tip of the iceberg. However, if you don't

mind the crass talk and like strong, intelligent women and athletic, sexy men who are also pretty

decent guys then this book is for you. Despite the crass talk Violet and Alex are intelligent people

(Violet is an accountant and Alex has a degree in English Lit) who happen to talk like college frat

boys-sometimes. The whole book is not like that but it's definitely there. I just want to balance out

the fact that it really is a good book, but I also understand how it is not for everyone. I don't want to

see more bad reviews just because some people don't like the language-because the story is so

much more than that. I loved both characters and it made me laugh so many times. I love in the

Epilogue where Violet creates a superhero penis-you have to read it to find out what that's about!

LOL! If you read the Librarian Principle by Helena Hunting and liked it, you'll like this one too. The

one thing that bothers me is the same thing that bothers me about a lot of romance novels, the

conflict between Alex and Violet goes on too long. I understood her feelings being hurt but it wasn't

like they hadn't talked about the issue to an extent so I thought she got carried away with her

reaction to the situation. I thought she should have known him better than that. On the other hand I

did like that the sex scenes weren't just a repeat of every other romance novel. They had their own

Violet and Alex monologue that was just so them :-)

I thought Pucked was absolutely hilarious and sexy. I cant remember the last time I laughed so

much reading a book. This is a funny book and some of the stuff that comes out of Violets mouth is

absolutely the funniest stuff ever. Alex is a super sweet, swoon worthy guy. I think we all need a

little Alex in our lives and a friend like Violet. This was a quick, funny read. I loved the fact that it was

not full of drama, don't get me wrong there was some just not an over the top amount. I recommend

this book to anyone who need a laugh mixed in with some super sexy stuff.

Overall Opinion: This was a funny, sexy, and easy read. I enjoyed it much more than I was

expecting (which is nice because I've been in a funk of 3ish star books). There were many times

that I laughed out loud and my husband looked at me like I was crazy...so to me that means it was

successful!Storyline: This is Violet and Alex's story. Violet meets Alex when she is attending her

step-brother's hockey game with a new team. It is an instant attraction for both of them. After some

witty dialogue and connecting over literacy (surprising Violet with that one), the couple end up

connecting for the night in a steamy way. Violet never has had a one night stand, and she didn't



want to start...but one thing lead to another and it seemed right. What she didn't know was that Alex

wasn't going to let it stay a one night deal, and he pursues a relationship with her (and semi-stalks

her). After she lets go of her hang-ups, they go on some dates, deal with paparazzi, have some hot

sexy times, and end up inseparable making their feelings grow. After some bad decisions and the

pressures of being a celebrity, Alex messes things up and the couple separates...but they do end up

back together and find their HEA.POV: This alternated between Violet and Alex's POV.Overall Pace

of Story: Good. No slow parts and no "instalove".H rating: 5 stars. Alex. One of the best heroes I've

read in a while! He is super sexy and knows what to do with what he's been blessed with *wink

wink*. He is amazingly awkward at times which makes him human and not a overly cocky celebrity.

He is super smart and was a nerd growing up (also figure skater forced by his crazy mom). He is

loyal and doesn't cheat and has a great relationship with his family. He also has a temper when

necessary and doesn't let people get away with things that are wrong....super protective (loved how

he stuck up to his mom). He also is an great hockey player, and he knows how to kick some a*s

when necessary. Love him!h rating: 4 stars. Violet. I really liked her too, but not as much as Alex.

She was funny and awkward too. She blurted out the craziest things when she was uncomfortable

(or comfortable). She kind of got too crazy for me at the end with the cape and googly eyes (you'll

understand) to where it was just too much for me...but otherwise I liked her.Angst level: Low. No

tissues needed. Some drama, but not too much.Heat level: Moderate. Good amount to further the

connection between the characters, but not too much to take away from the story.Descriptive sex:

YesClosure: This had a HEA ending with an epilogue, but I would've liked a longer jump into the

future to see them as a successful couple later in life...just my preference though. Good closure.
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